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When Will compliance get eaSier?

‘the increasingly complex and stringent compliance environment’ has become almost a 

cliché for it security and compliance management professionals, but (as with many 

clichés) that’s only because it’s true.

as long as serious data breaches continue to hit the headlines, government scrutiny will 

evolve in one direction only: becoming more intense and uncompromising. as long as 

corporate scandals occur, regulatory oversight of enterprise governance and risk 

management will only become tougher. and as long as information technology becomes 

increasingly embedded in our lives, enterprises will only have more to manage: more 

information, more systems, more it-mediated processes.

But it’s not all doom and gloom. We’ve learned a lot about managing compliance in the 

last ten years. Standards and best practices have become established. While every 

industry regulation or piece of legislation has its own nuances, they also have many 

fundamental requirements in common; it’s possible to cover a lot of compliance ground 

by addressing these common requirements in a standard way. and while it developments 

have certainly created compliance challenges, they’ve also created sophisticated new 

tools for managing these challenges.

if you take the right approach and use the right tools, compliance doesn’t have to be the 

struggle it currently is for many enterprises — even though it continues to become more 

complex and stringent. here are five steps to resolving the most fundamental compliance 

challenges, along with an introduction to the integrated tools that rSa offers to help you 

tackle each step. all the steps become significantly easier with just three rSa solution 

suites that readily integrate with one another:

– RSA® Data Loss Prevention Suite: for identifying and protecting data in use (on 

application servers or user devices), in motion (over networks) and at rest (in storage 

media and user devices)

– RSA enVision® Platform: for real-time security information and event management 

(Siem)

– RSA® Archer™ eGRC Suite: for integrating compliance-related data, turning it into 

meaningful information in the context of your business, managing policies and the 

authoritative sources that govern your business, and implementing effective processes 

to manage your governance, risk management and compliance (egrc) program.

FiVe StepS to eFFectiVe compliance

these five steps represent best practices in establishing an effective compliance 

program, but they don’t have to be done in this order. most organizations have at least 

some existing compliance processes or initiatives that might affect the prioritization of 

certain steps. 

1. Know your assets

2. respond effectively to incidents

3. protect data and control access

4. establish and communicate policies

5. establish a long-term compliance strategy

rSa integrated SolutionS  

For compliance

– Integrated asset discovery and 

management. rSa data loss 

prevention and rSa archer 

enterprise management

– Integrated SIEM and DLP. rSa 

enVision and rSa data loss 

prevention

– RSA Security Incident Management. 

rSa enVision® and rSa® archer™ 

incident management

– RSA DLP Policy Workflow Manager. 

rSa data loss prevention and rSa 

archer egrc platform

– RSA Archer eGRC Suite. out-of-the-

box solutions for integrated 

enterprise, incident, policy, 

compliance, vendor, risk, threat, 

business continuity and audit 

management 
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STEP ONE: KNOW YOUR ASSETS

almost every regulation, law and standard covers a defined scope of ‘assets’. these may 

encompass not just specific systems and the data they hold — typical examples include 

credit card data, personally identifiable information, financials and health information — 

but also the processes that handle this information and the it infrastructure supporting 

those processes. it’s all but impossible to comply, certainly to prove compliance, if you 

can’t identify the relevant assets and be certain that you haven’t missed any. Without 

being able to show that you’re sure about where the relevant data is, some audits will 

include every device your organization owns within scope. Simply put, the first step in 

complying with any requirement is knowing what you have that is covered by the 

requirement.

For the purposes of compliance there are two stages to this step:

– identifying the relevant information sources

– connecting these to the business processes, it platforms and applications that handle 

them, so as to be able to prove that these are all compliant

RSA Data Loss Prevention and RSA Archer Enterprise Management: Integrated Solutions 

for Identifying and Connecting Information Assets

if managing compliance were just about monitoring official databases of information it 

would be complex enough in a large enterprise. When you add all of your fileshare areas; 

Sharepoint sites; spreadsheets, documents and emails held on desktops, laptops, 

smartphones and other end-user devices — it’s a mammoth task. 

the rSa data loss prevention (dlp) Suite is specifically designed to help you identify 

data within scope of your compliance requirements — and to do so thoroughly and 

efficiently. it has a powerful classification engine that will scan whatever devices or data 

sources you ask it to (in the data center, on the network and on endpoint devices), 

looking specifically for the type of information you specify. it uses a range of information 

discovery and classification techniques and comes with more than 160 policies for 

“not surprisingly — given 

that parent company 

emc’s slogan is ‘where 

information lives’ — the 

rSa dlp offerings are 

more about the lifecycle 

of information within an 

enterprise. … rSa 

separates protecting 

regulated data from 

corporate secrets and 

intellectual property — 

something most of the 

industry has forgotten.”

JoSh CoRMAn, ThE 451 GRouP, “RSA DLP 8.5 
SEEkS To STREAMLInE PCI, WoRkfLoW AnD 
PAThS To ITS ARChER eGRC”, MARCh 2011
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common types of sensitive data. uniquely, we employ a full-time knowledge engineering 

team that does nothing but research the regulatory environment and develop and 

maintain the classification engine’s policies. the team includes scientists with 

backgrounds in library sciences and linguistics and relevant regulatory certifications. 

they’re also available to provide guidance and training to enable you to create your own 

policies for sensitive information specific to your organization.

once rSa dlp has identified your information assets, out-of-the-box integration with rSa 

archer enterprise management lets you build relationships between them and your 

business structures, people, processes, applications and infrastructure. For any piece of 

data or information source, you can specify what business units and processes use it, 

what facilities and devices store it, what applications handle it and who is accountable 

for it.

as a single repository of information about your organizational structure, its assets and 

their interdependencies, rSa archer enterprise management gives you the visibility and 

context to support effective compliance processes. You can track the risk and compliance 

status of your products, services and business processes; assign accountability to 

facilitate distribution of compliance assessments and tasks; and report on compliance 

activities at company, division and business-unit levels to support informed 

decision-making.

STEP TWO: RESPOND EFFECTIVELY TO INCIDENTS

From data privacy laws to standards such as the payment card industry data Security 

Standard (pci dSS), compliance requires violations to be identified and resolved. in the 

digital realm most events of interest will be associated with some kind of indicator from 

an it system or platform, such as failed access attempts, system probes or database 

errors. the problem is that your systems are generating hundreds of thousands of event 

logs every day; finding the relevant ones is all but impossible without technological help.

The RSA enVision platform: Market-Leading Security Information and Event Management

that’s where the rSa enVision platform for security information and event management 

(Siem) comes in. it collects, correlates, analyzes and retains complete log records in real 

time from every system that generates them; and generates real-time alerts of high-risk 

events. it’s one of the most sophisticated Siem solutions available:

– an intuitive dashboard and advanced analytical software turns unstructured raw data 

into valuable business information and actionable insight for security and compliance 

professionals.

– it includes more than 1,400 reports and policies tailored to specific compliance 

requirements, including industry-specific regulations.

– it provides granular visibility into specific behaviors by end-users to assist in identifying, 

prioritizing and remediating incidents.

– it integrates with the rSa data loss prevention Suite to provide content-aware 

prioritization of incidents (see below).

rSa enVision can easily scale to handle hundreds of thousands of events per second 

without any lost logs; it also requires a fraction of the storage space of other Siem 

solutions because it uses industry-leading lossless compression technology to compress 

logs by up to 80%. it stores all log data without filtration or normalization and protects it 

from tampering, providing a verifiably authentic source of archived data.

The RSA enVision platform and RSA Data Loss Prevention: Integrated Content-Aware 

Incident Identification

the rSa enVision platform’s advanced analytics are a powerful tool for identifying and 

prioritizing incidents, but it becomes even more powerful through out-of-the-box 

integration with the rSa data loss prevention Suite. if a system breach or suspicious user 

behavior is detected, rSa enVision can’t know on its own whether the data involved in 

“apart from the fact that it 

is a part of a major global 

organization, rSa’s 

biggest strength is its 

integration, which is as 

good as we have seen in 

this market. ...rSa is one 

of the leaders in this 

market and there is no 

reason to expect that to 

change.”

PhILIP hoWARD, BLooR, “LoG AnD EVEnT 
MAnAGEMEnT: RSA”, MAy 2010
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the incident is particularly sensitive or not. combined with rSa dlp, it becomes a 

content-aware solution that knows not just if data has been compromised, but how 

serious that compromise is given the nature of the data.

The RSA enVision Platform and RSA Archer Incident Management: Integrated Business-

Aware Incident Management and Resolution

identifying and prioritizing incidents is only half of the story for compliance. equally 

important — and equally time-consuming and resource-intensive without the right tools 

— is the investigation and resolution of the event, and the ability to demonstrate to 

auditors that the event has been resolved.

the rSa Security incident management Solution is created through out-of-the-box 

integration between the rSa enVision platform and rSa archer incident management. 

alerts from enVision feed directly to the archer solution, which streamlines the complete 

case management lifecycle for incidents. it supports efficient incident management 

processes through a web-based interface and features such as automated e-mail 

notifications, incident response workflows and real-time status reporting.

rSa archer incident management lets you document incidents and assign response team 

members based on business impact and compliance requirements. You can consolidate 

response procedures and limit access to incident data to those individuals directly 

involved in investigation, resolution and analysis. Built-in dashboards and reports 

provide insight and help you report on trends, losses and recovery efforts, as well as 

providing a detailed incident history and audit trail. there’s also an ethics violation 

feature to support an enterprise hotline for anonymous reporting of incidents in 

accordance with laws such as Sarbanes-oxley and eu privacy requirements.

Furthermore, integration between rSa archer incident management and rSa archer 

enterprise management enables you to provide business context to incidents for 

informed decision-making and resolution. With information assets linked to 

organizational structures in the enterprise management solution you can easily identify 

the business units, processes and devices affected by incidents, assign actions to the 

relevant owners, and assess the impact of incidents on the organization.

“a major benefit we’ve 

seen since implementing 

rSa archer is more 

information 

transparency.”

MARShALL ToBuREn  
VICE PRESIDEnT AnD oPERATIonS RISk 
MAnAGER 
uMB fInAnCIAL CoRPoRATIon

Security Incident Management in Action

1. events occur on critical 

systems indicating a 

potential security breach.

2. rSa enVision platform 

collects the events for 

immediate triage and 

reporting.

3. Based on event rules, an alert is 

triggered and security administrators 

are notified. the rSa connector 

Framework automatically creates an 

incident in rSa archer incident 

management associating the specific 

event data to the incident.

4. Security administrators use rSa archer incident 

management to assess the situation. an 

investigation is initiated and the incident is tracked 

and resolved.

5. the ciSo has 

complete visibility 

through the entire 

process via 

dashboards and 

reporting.

RSA enVision

RSA Connector Framework

RSA Archer Incident 
Management

RSA Archer 
Enterprise 
Management
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RSA Data Loss Prevention and RSA Archer eGRC Platform: A Risk Remediation Manager 

for Responding to Vulnerabilities

While incident management is traditionally thought of as managing specific events with a 

defined starting point (the first access attempt or incident of file copying, for example), 

compliance programs are more effective if they take a wider view that includes 

preventative action: responding to information vulnerabilities before they become 

involved in an incident.

When you identify your sensitive information assets in the first place, the chances are 

high that information risks will come to light – such as sensitive data stored in unsecured 

file-share areas. as your organization continues to create, receive, transmit and process 

information, new risks of this type are likely to arise.

rSa risk remediation manager is designed to help you identify, monitor and respond to 

these data vulnerabilities. it integrates rSa data loss prevention with the rSa archer 

egrc platform to give you a user-friendly interface for rolling out a process to remediate 

discovered sensitive information risks. it gives you tools to engage the owners of 

business information and processes in the remediation process, check that remediation 

has occurred and repeat the process as new sources of sensitive information are 

discovered through dlp monitoring.

STEP THREE: PROTECT DATA AND CONTROL ACCESS

understandably, most regulatory requirements for digital assets focus heavily on 

preventing unauthorized use of systems and data. common regulatory themes include 

user administration and authentication, identity management, access control and data 

encryption.

rSa has a comprehensive range of security solutions in these areas, including rSa data 

protection manager (encryption, tokenization and enterprise key management), rSa 

digital certificate Solution, rSa identity and access management (including federated 

identity management), rSa identity protection and Verification Suite (preventing 

fraudulent use of identities), and rSa Securid® solutions (range of two-factor 

authentication options). the key with such technologies, if you want them to contribute 

effectively to your compliance program, is to:

– combine them with data identification and monitoring capabilities to enhance your 

ability to protect sensitive data. For example, you can use rSa data loss prevention to 

enforce digital rights management controls or accurately tailor access controls to the 

sensitivity of information.

– combine them with robust Siem capabilities and effective investigation and resolution 

processes if a control is circumvented (or there’s an attempt to do so). all rSa data 

protection and identity and access control technologies integrate seamlessly with the 

rSa Security incident management Solution comprising rSa enVision and rSa archer 

incident management.

– document their use clearly in relevant compliance policies (see below).

STEP FOUR: ESTABLISH AND COMMUNICATE POLICIES

You’d be hard-pressed to find a compliance requirement that doesn’t require a 

documented policy for the processes and controls involved in complying with the 

requirement. You can take one of two attitudes to the creation of policies: you can regard 

them as a box-checking exercise done purely for compliance purposes, with no real effect 

on your organization’s security profile or behavior; or you can regard them as the vital 

part of enterprise governance and risk management that they should be. policy creation is 

an opportunity to turn compliance from a burden into a differentiator; to define and 

control your organization’s wider security profile and tie it to business objectives and 

best practices.

“idc data has shown rSa 

to consistently be a leader 

in the identity and access 

management (iam) 

market. … the 

organization is the 

undisputed market leader 

with its Securid family of 

authentication and access 

control technologies. the 

rSa brand currently 

protects more than 250 

million online identities.”

IDC, “RSA: WEAVInG A ConTInuuM of 
SoLuTIonS foR MITIGATInG RISk In 
IDEnTITIES, InfRASTRuCTuRE, AnD 
InfoRMATIon”, oCToBER 2010



“ Being able to track 

security operations is a 

huge benefit in terms of 

compliance. We simply 

weren’t able to gather and 

track security data like 

this before.”

ChAD PETERSon 
MAnAGER, InfoRMATIon SECuRITy 
LAkELAnD REGIonAL MEDICAL CEnTER
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the box-checking approach not only wastes this opportunity, it’s also fast becoming 

inadequate as a compliance strategy. auditors are no longer satisfied with dusty policies 

sitting on a shelf; they want to know how you communicate your policies to employees, 

how you enforce them, and how often you review and adapt them.

RSA Archer Policy Management: one Place to Create and Manage Policies and Exceptions

it’s difficult if not impossible to create and actively manage policies using tools not 

designed for the job. rSa archer policy management is specifically designed for the job 

and, as part of the rSa archer egrc Suite, works seamlessly with the other solutions in 

the suite to create an effective end-to-end enterprise compliance program.

the rSa archer policy management solution gives you a head start in creating policies, 

standards and control procedures and mapping them to compliance requirements as well 

as corporate objectives, industry guidelines and best practices. it comes with the 

market’s most comprehensive library of policy content mapped to regulatory 

requirements. it gives you processes and flexible tools to identify and close gaps in 

policy, communicate policies enterprise-wide, track acceptance, assess comprehension 

and manage exception requests. With rSa archer policy management you’ll be able 

reduce the time and effort required to enforce and demonstrate compliance.

RSA Data Loss Prevention Policy Workflow Manager: Engaging Information Owners in 

Policy Creation

When it comes to your information assets, one of the difficulties in creating effective 

policies for protecting them is tapping into the knowledge of the relevant business 

owners. rSa policy Workflow manager lets you use the asset information of rSa archer 

enterprise management as you’re using rSa data loss prevention to identify sensitive 

information. it gives you the tools to engage the owners of business information and 

processes, ask them questions about the information and how it’s used so as to create 

effective policies, educate them on how to deal with policy violations, and ensure that 

they do their bit to enforce policies.

STEP FIVE: ESTABLISH A LONG-TERM COMPLIANCE STRATEGY

as we noted up front, compliance is not going to get any less complex or important in the 

foreseeable future. the scope of regulation will continue to expand, the number of 

requirements will grow, the scrutiny of auditors will deepen and sanctions will become 

steeper. responding in an ad-hoc or project-by-project manner is simply not an effective 

way to deal with the realities of compliance. if you don’t develop an enterprise-wide 

compliance strategy you will over-spend on compliance, make poor compliance-related 

decisions, waste the valuable time of your employees, and probably fail to comply more 

often than not.

a compliance strategy will give you a framework for assessing and measuring compliance, 

creating and controlling compliance processes, and responding to compliance 

requirements across your organization and across multiple compliance domains. it will 

streamline your efforts, support collaboration across business units and ultimately reduce 

the time, effort and cost in becoming and staying compliant.

RSA Archer Compliance Management: Making Enterprise-Wide Compliance a Reality

rSa archer compliance management works with the other solutions in the rSa archer 

egrc Suite to document your compliance control framework, integrate disparate 

compliance processes and sources of information, automate risk and compliance 

assessment, and execute design and operating tests. it gives you an enterprise-wide view 

of compliance gaps and remediation efforts and lets you feed the results back into your 

policy management and risk remediation activities. With automated workflow and task 

management capabilities you can resolve compliance deficiencies efficiently and route 

findings and tasks to appropriate owners, who can respond by completing the task or by 

logging an exception request that identifies effective compensating controls. real-time 

dashboards and reporting enable informed decision-making and you can implement 

notifications to alert management or auditors, or prompt stakeholders to take required 

action.
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“ as security becomes 

deeply integrated and 

embedded in it 

components ranging from 

elemental silicon to the 

furthest reaches of the 

cloud, enterprises will 

look to rSa and its 

partners to enable and 

ensure the trust on which 

every business 

relationship and business 

process literally 

depends.”

ChARLES kInG, PunD-IT, InC, “TRuSTED 
CLouD: BuILT on PRoof, noT PRoMISES ”, 
fEBRuARy 2011

RSA ARChER eGRC SuITE
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1. know your assets P P

2. Respond to incidents P P P P

3. Control access P P

4. Establish policies P P

5. have a strategy P

rSa SecuritY practice: leVeraging BeSt-practice approacheS 
For SecuritY management 

the rSa Security practice, part of emc consulting, offers a variety of assessments and 

workshops to help you establish the right approach for your organization. among these 

are several standards and compliance consulting services:

– Security Policy Development: establishes policy documents in line with the objectives 

of an overall information security management program

– Classification for Information Security: identifies levels of criticality and sensitivity for 

your organization’s information assets

– Information Risk Assessment: an overall assessment of business and technical 

infrastructure security controls mapped to established best practices, based on the iSo 

27002 standard

– Policy-Driven Management: establishes an overall framework for policy management by 

evaluating all of your financial review and control (Frc) processes and identifying 

timelines and dependencies for business processes 

WhY chooSe rSa integrated SolutionS For compliance 
management?

From identifying assets to managing a compliance strategy, rSa has solutions that work 

together to help you make better decisions, act faster and more efficiently, and spend 

less on compliance. importantly, these solutions will also help you roll compliance into a 

wider strategy for enterprise governance and risk management; they are egrc solutions.

We also recognize that managing compliance is not just about technology. We offer a 

comprehensive portfolio of services to help you set your strategy, develop a compliance 

roadmap and deploy and use your rSa solutions effectively.


